
The Complete Course
on Management
Managing People for Peak Performance

Training Course Overview
Is your management practice impacted by the turbulent 
environment in which todays organisations operate? Do you 
encounter stress in managing the challenges of leading your 
people through disruptive change, information overload, chaos 
and ambiguity? If you relate to these issues be reassured 
you are not alone. Insightful organisations now recognise 
the complexity of modern management and the need for a 
greater level of sophistication in the definition and practice 
of the managers role, but seldom offer the internal support 
mechanisms to facilitate this development. The “Complete 
Course on Management” is a tailored response to meet these 
needs.

The training course is specifically designed to establish a 
maturity of response that directly influences how an individual 
leads the team, manages change, handles competing priorities 
and navigates interpersonal relationships. Through self-study, 
education and reflective exercises, delegates are encouraged 
to widen their parameters of thought and build an agenda for 
future action. The course content and interactive discussions 
are underpinned by sound psychological theory, that will widen, 
refresh and re define your understanding of the “managerial 
leadership” role, within your own business but increasingly in 
the wider context of community, society and the international 
socio-economic climate.

If people management is important to you, then this highly 
regarded Anderson training course is an essential learning 
intervention. It will sharpen your competence by offering 
strategic insights, introduce new skills and facilitate the use 
of practical techniques that will generate immediate impact in 
your management practice.

Training Course Objectives
By attending this Anderson training course, 
delegates will be able to:

• Reappraise their current practice and redefine their 
management role

• Recognise their managerial and leadership strengths and 
stablish an agenda for development

• Employ interpersonal skills to build collaborative practice, 
engagement and raise performance

• Diagnose team performance and identify strategies for 
improvement

• Manage potential conflict and deliver constructive feedback 
that motivates future performance

• Select and apply innovative problem-solving techniques to 
harness “collective wisdom”

Training Course Outline
Amongst a wide range of valuable topics, the following will be 
prioritised:

• What is my management style and how will this impact those 
I lead?

• Selecting and applying alternative management styles for 
differing situations

• Improving communication skills for credibility and impact
• How to delegate to empower the team and generate 

efficiency and higher productivity
• Understanding conflict and applying techniques to effectively 

manage difficult people and situations
• Discover the key to motivating your people
• Build a culture of effective problem solving and continuous 

improvement
• Discover credible tools for self-management, team 

management and ‘managerial leadership’
• How to recognise individuality whilst managing and aligning 

a diverse team

Designed for
This Anderson training course is suitable for middle and senior 
managers who have responsibility for divisional or organizational 
success, as well as consultants and professionals who support 
them. For example:

• All employees about to undertake a line management or 
supervisory role

• Technical professionals tasked with supervision of others, 
seeking interpersonal skills

• Existing Managers who seek to rejuvenate, redefine and 
energise their practice

• Career focused Managers seeking development for a future 
leadership role

• HR/OD Practitioners who support / coach Managers to 
improve their practice
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Date Venue Fees

09 - 13 Sep 2019 Barcelona $5,950

25 - 29 Nov 2019 Amsterdam $5,950

06 - 10 Apr 2020 London $5,950

23 - 27 Nov 2020 Amsterdam $5,950

The Certificate
• Anderson Certificate of Completion will be provided to 

delegates who attend and complete the course.
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